
"Myracycle"

AMONG the many
suggestions made to

the newly created
Federal Radio Com-

mission is that of a gentleman from the

Middle West whose wishes, if they came
true, would do away with the term "kilo-

cycle" in favor of a new and perhaps
more useful expression, the "myracycle."
The myracycle would represent a unit of

ten kilocycles, and since stations on the
familiar broadcasting band are to be

separated by ten-kilocycle or one-
"
myracycle" intervals, the suggestion

should not be dismissed without a hearing.

Using the term myracycle would mean
that a station operating on 660 kilocycles
would be rated at 66 myracycles, and at

the top of the broadcasting band a sta-

tion now on 1500 kilocycles would be

known as a I jo-myracycle station. This
term would do away with the final cipher
in our present listing of stations.

It should be remembered, however,
that it has taken a number of years to

bring the term kilocycle into even the

outer consciousness of the average radio

listener who still prefers to think in terms
of wavelengths, and to introduce another
term might put the whole business of fre-

quency designations back into the mid-
dle age method of designation by meters.

There is already another frequency term,
the "megacycle," which represents a

thousand kilocycles (one million cycles). _
We first heard it used in Doctor Pickard's

study after his summer spent in mea-

suring the polarization of high-frequency signals,
and although it sounded strange at first, it

proved to be very useful in speaking of amateur

frequencies. The relation between these several

units is shown in the table below:

i cycle = 10 cycles =
i cycle

I kilocycle
= lo3 cycles = 1000 cycles

l myracycle = io4 cycles = 10,000 cycles = 10

kilocycles
( megacycle = io6 cycles = 1,000,000 cycles =

1000 kilocycles
*'

WHICH brings up another
The Use of interesting point the use of

Exponents exponents in the arithmetical

calculations in which all ra-

dio engineers must indulge from time to time.

Exponents are among the mathematician's most
useful shorthand symbols, as the table below

will indicate:

i = 10 = Units
io = io1 = Tens

100 = io2 = Hundreds
1000 = io3 = Thousands (Kilo.)

1,000,000 =10* = Millions (Mega.)

i
= 10 = Units

.1 = io- 1 = Tenths
.01 = io-2 = Hundredths

.001 = io- 3 = Thousands (Milli.)
.000001 = io-6 = Millionths (Micro.)

Now the rules dealing with these complicated

looking figures are simple, and when mastered,

provide an exceptionally easy method of hand-

ling large numbers, or numbers in which the

decimal point of the answer is in doubt. The
rules are as follows:

When multiplying numbers, add exponents.
When dividing numbers, subtract exponents.
When squaring numbers, double exponents.
When getting square roots, halve exponents.
When transfering an exponent across the divid-

ing line, change its sign.

rom

For example the following problem may be

simplified and solved:

1234x0.02 x loop x 64

2468 x 800 x o.ooi x 100

1.234 X IO3 X 2 X IP" 2 X Id3 X 64

2.468 x io3 x 8 x io2 x io- 3 x io*

_ I.2J4 X 2 X 64 X IO3 X IP-2 X IO3
~~

2.468 x 8 x io3 x io2 x io- 3 x io2

1.2J4 X 2 X 64

2.468 x 8
8.0

As a somewhat more practical problem, let

us consider the formula which states that the

resonant frequency of a tuned circuit in cycles is

as given below, when the inductance is in henries

and the capacity in microfarads. If the coils

and condensers in question are rated in milli-

henries and micro-microfarads, what will the

constant above the line become?

f cycles '

and since mh. = io-3

this formula becomes:

159-3

v'L hC mfd.

hand mmfd. = 10'* mfd.,

fcycles= VL x .0-. x C x .o-.

159-2

V^CTC x io-3
J x io-3

159. 2 X IO1

f kc.

159.2 x 10* x 31.6

5.033 x 10'

V'CC

5- 033

The Telephone
Transmission

Unit

THE use of exponents
is the basis of our

logarithms, as well as

the foundation of the

transmission unit, TU, which has been

explained by Carl Dreher on several oc-

casions in his department "As the Broad-

caster Sees It." For example the exponent
of io'

2
is 2, that of io

3
is 3, and all

numbers between 100 and 1000 have

logarithms to the base io somewhere
between 2 and 3. This amounts to saying
that all numbers between io2 and io3

have exponents between 2 and 3.

The need for the transmission unit

may be explained as follows. Let us sup-

pose we have an electrical circuit a

telephone wire connecting two points,

and at the end of the first mile, the

power has dropped to 0.9 of its original
value. At the end of the second mile it

has lost another o.i or is 0.9 of what it

was at the end of the first mile, or 0.9 x

0.9, or 0.8 1, of its original value, and so

on, to the end of the line. What is it at

the end of eight miles? It is not only un-

wieldy to manage numbers of this sort

but we must multiply them, which is

less easy than addition.

Let us assign a unit to the ratio be-

tween the power at the end of the first

mile to the original power, say A. This

then represents the loss in that mile.

Likewise, the ratio between the power at

^r the end of the second mile to what appears
at the end of the first is also A. In other

words, at the end of the second mile we have

lost twice A, or two units. 1 f the line is eight miles

long we shall have lost 8 units, and as Table No.

i shows, the power will be 0.43 of its original

value.

Reversing the direction of procedure along the

line, as we approach the starting point we gain
one unit for each mile of progress.

Again let us suppose that at the end of each

mile as we go toward the end of the line we in-

terpose an amplifier a repeater as the tele-

phone people call them and that it boosts the

power back to its original value. It is certainly

much simpler to state that the amplifier has a

power gain of A units than that it amplifies

the power i.m times, for it must do such to

raise 0.9 of the power back to its original value.

The total gain of eight such repeaters will be 8
units.

The telephone engineer's foot rule, the trans-

mission unit, is defined as ten times the logarithm
to the base ten of the ratio between any two

powers, or twenty times the logarithm of the

ratios of voltages or currents into equal impe-
dances. In mathematical language:

TU = io logw Pi/Pj = 20 logw Ei/E2 = 20 logio Ii/Ij

Thus an amplifier with a power gain of 100 has

a gain of 20 TU since the exponent, or logarithm,
of 100 is 2.0. Two of these amplifiers in series will

have a gain of 40 TU or a power gain of 100 x

100, or 10,000. When a full orchestra plays for-

tissimo it is roughly 60 TU's more powerful
than when playing pianissimo, a power ratio of

1,000,000. It is fortunate that the ear hears ac-

cording to a logarithmic scale!

To become more familiar with the TU busi-

ness the following facts may be useful. The aver-

age two-stage amplifier as used in broadcast re-

ceivers has a voltage gain of about 300, or 50
TU. The difference in power between a 500-
watt station and one of 5000 watts is ten TU,
and the latter enables a listener equidistant from
the two to use io TU less amplification to get
the same volume, which means that the receiver
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will be less susceptible to extraneous

noises such as static. A variation of 10

TU at the two extremes of the audio-

frequency spectrum, say at 100 or 5000

cycles, can be noted by the ear but will

not make such an extraordinary differ-

ence in quality as some amplifier parts

manufacturers would have us believe.

That is, the volume at 100 cycles can

be reduced by 10 TU, i.e., the power
can be reduced to A or voltage to 0.3 1 6

of its former value before the ear notes

it. A further reduction of loTU is appreciable.

Another example of the use of the TU, and one

which merits very careful study, is shown in

Fig. i ; it was taken from the Bell System Tech-

nical Journal for January, 1927, from an article

by Lloyd Espenschied. The data for these

curves which show the relative selectivity of

several popular types of receivers were taken in

the following manner. A laboratory oscillator

was modulated at a fixed voice frequency, the

receiver was tuned to the carrier, and the de-

tected audio current measured as the oscillator

was tuned in 10 kilocycles steps away from the

original frequency.
The first significant point to note is that all

receivers have a distinct cut-off within 10

kilocycles of resonance. Even at 5000 cycles the

better grade receivers are 10 TU "down,"
which means that audio frequencies of this value

will be down, and that a rising characteristic

amplifier is probably a good idea. The curves

show that the super-heterodyne or double-de-

tector is considerably more selective than the

others, and, as was to be expected, the simple

single-circuit affairs have very little discrimina-

tion between wanted and unwanted signals.

Mr. Espenschied points out that undesired sig-

nals may not be bothersome when only 40 TU
below the desired signals when the latter are

strong, but when the program happens to call for

a pianissimo passage the unwanted signals are

disturbing. Reducing the level of the unwanted
station to 60 TU eliminates this trouble.

The chart shows what may be expected in an

area where stations are separated by 50 kilo-

cycles and put an equal field strength about a

given listening station. The sets with radio- or

intermediate-frequency amplification give a 60-

TU discrimination against unwanted signals with

some to spare to take care of signals from more

powerful stations. If the listener wants to "get
out" he imposes a much greater task on his re-

ceiver. Suppose he receives 50,000 microvolts

from a local station and 500 from a distant sta-

tion (the example is Mr. Espenschied's). This

represents a difference of 100 to I, or 80 TU in

favor of the local station. To reduce the local

signals to the same level as the dis-

tant station, then, requires a selec-

tivity of 80 TU and to take care of

the added 60 TU necessary to reduce

the local to the point where its signals

will not bother during weak musical

passes makes a total discrimination

of 140 TU which the receiver must

possess. This means a current reduc-

tion of the order of 10,000,000 to i

a high order of selectivity.

ONE of the most

Colored Sockets interesting items

and Bases f news from the

"Nema" conven-

tion at Hot Springs, Virginia, is that

regarding the new color arrangement
for sockets and tube bases. Accord-

ing to this code, which was proposed

by the Benjamin Electric Company,
the bases of radio-frequency and first-


